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Back to Nav Return to NavFREE curbside pick up are available in all stores. Learn more. Opened in 2018, the Athletes' Warehouse in Rapids, New York, is close to the Mississippi River and Lake Mille Lux. National gunsmith services are now available! If you like the game on land, waterfowl and white-
tailed deer hunting, we're here to get you all created everything you need. If fishing is greater than your speed, we have all your solutions to catch the bass, musk, pan fish, or walleye that you're after. We also carry a lot of supplies for boating, camping and hiking. Our store services are available to reel
coil, mount and boresight rifle spheres, cut arrows, customize bows in our 12-yard archery lane, and everything covered by your firearms maintenance plan. Whether it's a cold, snowy winter or a wet summer day, we have seasonal accessories to match your outdoor adventures. While you are in the area,
be sure to check out local events like Game Fair in August. Never try to make a comeback with this company, they will completely spoil it. Ordered boots online for my husband, in his regular size. When arrived, were too small. We paid to return them in the mail, stating there would be RETURN. On the
same day bought/paid online the 2nd couple in a larger amount, received a few days later. A few days later, they send confirmation of an email that they got the first couple we sent back. And they treated it (wrongly) as an exchange, not a return, and sent us a letter saying they were sending us a 3rd pair
of boots in the mail. We called to tell them not to ship- we've already got our right size. Can they return our second charge of $69.99 plus shipping since they got the first pair? Are you joking. They said they wouldn't refund our second $69.99 charge until they received (mistakenly sent the 3rd pair) boots in
the mail. We claimed they had already received the first couple - they said- a third couple until they were received they would not return our money. Totally unfair! Terrible. Ordered and paid for delivery on pontoon seats. they sent wrong ones and they were damanged now refuse to send the right ones
and want me to pay, to return my mistake IS NOT THIS COMPANYalmost the same thing happened to me what happened to the dancsm posted order in January received two back notices the order never heard more from them and called them last week to see what was happening with my order they
told me my order was cancelled in July because I never answered the letter or letter they sent out I never received anything in the mail in June. them on this subject twice checked everything they didn't send me any of the two customer service representative notifications was sarcastic snotty and
constantly talked about me when I tried to talk to him very, very unhappy with waiting for an order 9 months and getting nothing I was getting I ordering in January 2013, the item was placed on the back order and I had to tell them yes, I would keep the order. it happened again, and I replied, yes, I want to
keep order. I was on the line and looked to see the status and found that it had been cancelled. I spoke to them via email and said I didn't reply, so I emailed them showing that they responded and put it on the back order. They then said told me to put it back to order as soon as it was available for order,
after waiting 5 months for the item, they admitted it was their fault but wouldn't place my order back on the back order. They sent me a $10 coupon code, I canceled my membership. If that's how they treat disabled veterans, I don't need them. I recommend you never shop with these people. im not care if
you get what you ordered, even when they make a mistake. Error.
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